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Far East - North Europe services continue to drop port calls  

The 2M partners Maersk and MSC have decided to further reduce the number 
of port calls in their Asia - North Europe network from January. Two of their six 
loops will only serve two selected ports in North Europe. 

The eleven 14,000 - 23,800 teu ships of the ‘AE55 / Griffin’ service will as from 
January load in Shanghai, Ningbo, Tanjung Pelepas for Felixstowe and Le Havre 
only, while the eleven 13,100—23,800 teu ships of the ’AE1 / Shogun’ will load 
in Ningbo, Xiamen, Yantian and Tanjung Pelepas for Rotterdam and Bremerha-
ven only. 

Of note, the ’AE1 / Shogun’ also ceases to serve Shanghai directly, while the 
’AE55 / Griffin’ will drop its Yantian call.  

A survey of the rotations of all weekly Far East - North Europe services clearly 
shows that the number of port calls has gradually decreased over the past five 
years. Back in February 2016, Shanghai received sixteen of the then available 
nineteen loops, resulting in twenty calls per week as four loops made a double 
call for discharging (eastbound) and loading (westbound). 

As from January next year, Shanghai will be served by five 2M loops, six from 
the OCEAN Alliance and two from THE Alliance, resulting in fifteen weekly calls 
(from the eighteen loops on the trade). Our chart of the week shows that most 
of the five biggest Asian and European ports in this trade saw the number of 
calls decrease significantly since 2016. 
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Chart of the week 
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Felixstowe is facing the biggest loss of Far East calls: there were ten 
weekly calls in early 2016, of which only four will be left in early 
2022. 

In the same period, London-Gateway has attracted two Far East 
loops, while Southampton saw the number of calls fall from six to 
three. 

Flash back to September 2011, when Maersk introduced its ’Daily 
Maersk’ product. The Danish carrier proposed to introduce ‘absolute 
reliability’ as almost 50% of the containers did not arrive in time ten 
years ago. 

The ’Daily Maersk’ product was put in practice by sending all of 
Maersk’s Far East - North Europe loops to four base ports in Asia 
(Shanghai, Ningbo, Yantian and Tanjung Pelepas) and three in Eu-
rope (Rotterdam, Felixstowe and Bremerhaven).  

“Shippers do not need to think about the day of departure, as there 
will be a sailing almost every day”, Maersk said at the time. “Missing 
a cut-off no longer means losing a week”. 

The situation is completely different now as only half of all six 2M 
loops will maintain calls at Rotterdam, Bremerhaven and Felixstowe. 
Antwerp currently receives two 2M loops and Hamburg only one. 

The main reason for the reduction of port calls and the consolidation 
of volumes on specific loops is the exceptional congestion faced in 
North Europe. “If any of our vessels are even just a few days delayed 
on its port rotation, the ripple effect starts”, Maersk says. “We be-
lieve that a reduction of calls is the best course of action to mitigate 
full disruption across the network.” 

The example set by 2M is likely to be followed by THE Alliance in its 
next East West network revamp (normally due 1 April).  

THEA’s largest member, Hapag-Lloyd, announced during its last Capi-
tal Markets Day on 17 November its intention to reduce network 
complexity.  

“Some trades have a high number of services with long round-
voyages and overlap between systems”, the German carrier said. 
“We intend to focus on improved connectivity and reduce the number 
of hubs served. More transhipment volumes will be consolidated at 
strategically selected hubs.” 

The consolidation of port volumes on specific loops is not specifically 
related to the Far East - Europe trade. The 2M partners are doing the 
same on the Asia - USEC route for Savannah and New York cargo on 
their ‘TP17 / America’ and ‘TP23 / Liberty’ loops (see page 6). 
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